Complete assignments of magnetic resonances of ribonuclease H from Escherichia coli by double- and triple-resonance 2D and 3D NMR spectroscopies.
Assignments of 1H, 15N, and 13C magnetic resonances for ribonuclease H from Escherichia coli have been completed using double- and triple-resonance 2D and 3D NMR experiments. These assignments include all types of 1H, 15N, and 13C nuclei detectable by NMR. The enzyme used, which cleaves the RNA moiety of an RNA-DNA duplex, consists of 155 amino acid residues and has 1962 nuclei (227 nitrogen, 762 carbons, and 973 protons) observable independently by NMR. Among those, 1868 nuclei (95%) have been assigned. Two methods, 3D HCH and 13C-13C-1H heteroSQC/homoSQC, were newly devised to complete the side chain assignments. These methods were used to elucidate the -CH2- and -C-CH-substructures. Triple-resonance experiments to detect other types of substructures, (e.g., -N-CH- and -C-NH-) were also applied. In total, 10 kinds of 3D NMR experiments were used to complete the assignments. The chemical shifts obtained through the assignments were analyzed in terms of the tertiary structure of the protein molecule. Among the 13C chemical shifts, larger secondary shifts (deviations from shifts at the random coil state) were observed for the C alpha, C beta, and C' nuclei, which reflect the local structures on the backbone, that is, the alpha-helix, beta-sheet, and left-handed helix, respectively.